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Abstract 

• Sensing data gathering is an important and fundamental issue in the Internet of 

Things (IoT). However, for battery-powered sensors, energy depletion is 

unavoidable. Using mobile sinks to collect sensing data by one-hop transmission is 

an effective way to prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor networks but will 

inevitably cause an excessive long delay time of data gathering.  

• In order to reduce the delay time of mobile data gathering, it is necessary to 

incorporate multi-hop transmission into mobile data gathering. In this paper, a new 

mobile data gathering algorithm with multi-hop transmission is proposed to reduce 

the delay time of data gathering.  



Existing system 

•  Sensing data gathering is an important and fundamental issue in the Internet of 

Things (IoT). However, for battery-powered sensors, energy depletion is 

unavoidable.  

• Using mobile sinks to collect sensing data by one-hop transmission is an effective 

way to prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor networks but will inevitably cause an 

excessive long delay time of data gathering. In order to reduce the delay time of 

mobile data gathering, it is necessary to incorporate multi-hop transmission into 

mobile data gathering. 

 



Hardware requirement 

 

• Processor  -    Pentium –III 

• Speed   -    1.1 Ghz  

• RAM   -    256  MB(min) 

• Hard Disk  -   20 GB 

• Floppy Drive  -    1.44 MB 

• Key Board    -    Standard Windows  Keyboard  

    

• Mouse                -    Two or Three Button Mouse 

• Monitor    -    SVGA 

  

 



Software requirement 

 

• Operating System -   Windows 7/8  

• Application  Server -   Tomcat 5.0  

• Front End   -   JAVA 

• IDE   -   NETBEANS 7.1 

• Back-End  -    HEIDISQL 3.5 

 



Proposed system 

 

•  In this paper, a new mobile data gathering algorithm with multi-hop transmission is 

proposed to reduce the delay time of data gathering. The proposed algorithm is called the 

Bounded Relay Combine-TSP-Reduce (BR-CTR). The BR-CTR algorithm visits the 

convergence area of sensors’ communication ranges to reduce the number of visiting 

points.  

• The BR-CTR algorithm is integrated with a path adjustment mechanism, which can 

further shorten the planned traveling path effectively. In performance evaluation, we 

compare the BR-CTR algorithm not only with the existing mobile data gathering 

algorithms with one-hop transmission but also with the existing mobile data gathering 

algorithms with multi-hop transmission in terms of the length of traveling path, delay 

time, network lifetime and buffer size requirement. 



Screen short 

source page: 



Destination page: 



LBC_DUU framework: 



Source ip address: 



Insert ip adress : 



Selected file send: 



Sensor layer: 



Send file cluster: 



Energy consumption: 



Cluster: 



File received: 



Conclusion 

• In this paper, we propose the BR-CTR algorithm to solve the mobile data gathering 

problem with bounded relay consideration. The BR-CTR incorporates multi-hop 

transmission into mobile data gathering to reduce the delay time of data gathering.  

• In the choice of visiting areas, the BR-CTR algorithm visits the overlap areas of 

communication ranges of “more sensors” first. In local data gathering, the BR-CTR 

algorithm sets a limit on the number of sensors to assist for sensors within each 

visiting area (i.e. the maximum number of sensors for which each sensor within the 

visiting area can help relay the sensing data). 
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